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Birth story of the month

By far, the hardest part of my pregnancy was the thirteen days after my due date as I
anxiously awaited for our baby to arrive. Each text message, “No baby yet,” was more
disappointing to send than the last, and I started to fear that maybe something really was
wrong with me, and my body was just not going to deliver a baby! Every day, I waited for
any sign—cramping, contractions, my mucus plug—eager to feel the pangs of labor. I
walked. I visited the chiropractor. I drank red raspberry leaf tea. I completed the Miles
Circuit daily. Nothing changed. On Thursday (ten days past my due date), the midwives
discussed induction with me. I told them I wanted to avoid castor oil, but was open to
other options. We decided I should try baths with clary sage essential oil, along with
breast pumping. After discussing the plan with Betsy Joy (my doula), I took my first clary
sage bath on Thursday night, another on Friday morning, and used the breast pump off
and on for two hours on Friday. I followed that up with a Miles Circuit. 



Whether or not it was due to my induction attempts, I finally started feeling cramping sensations throughout
the day on Friday. I mostly tried to ignore them, but I was encouraged. Something was finally happening.
That evening around 10pm as we were saying goodnight to Mimi (my mother-in-law), I had the first
contraction that was strong enough to distract me from conversation. I hastily said goodnight, trying not to
show that labor seemed to be starting—still too afraid to get my hopes up. But the contractions immediately
fell into a pattern of about 30 seconds long and 10 minutes apart. Thank you, Lord!!

Now it was time to follow the midwives’ repeated instructions to try to sleep through early labor. I was
seriously excited about this, and had even hoped I would go into labor at night so I could sleep through the
first several hours. No one needs to tell me twice to sleep! So I took a Benadryl (approved by the midwives!)
and moved into the living room to sleep on the couch, where I could use a heating pad on my back and
avoid disturbing Christian through the night. I slept well between each contraction, but woke up through
each of them, clocking them at about thirty seconds long and six to eight minutes apart. 

I forced myself to sleep until about 8am (Saturday morning), but by then I was ready to work through the
contractions more actively. I told Christian I was in labor, and that his job was to keep in touch with Betsy Joy
and make sure I got plenty of food and water throughout the day. I took another clary sage bath while he
cooked me a huge breakfast. The bath slowed the contracts to about ten minutes apart. I planned to walk
around our park, but by the time I finished my bath and Hobbit breakfast, my contractions were intense
enough that I did not feel like venturing too far from home. As Christian walked with me around our yard
and neighborhood, we had a quick phone call with Betsy Joy who advised to continue walking through
contractions as long as possible, and then to take a nap in a side-lying position.

We got home, and I napped between contractions for a couple hours. Then it was time for lunch, again
provided by Christian. (He was also bringing me snacks and checking my progress on my water bottle
throughout the day.) That afternoon, I labored on the toilet for a while, which helped ease my back labor.
While Christian attended some virtual play rehearsals in the office, I continued to lay in bed watching a
movie. At this point, contractions were strong enough that I was beginning to fear my ability to handle the
intensity later on in labor. I kept thinking of all those times I had given up before when working out or
running. “Did I really have the mental strength to do this? No, I am a wimp. What was I thinking??” Christian
gave me some encouragement, but I was getting nervous.

Around 7:30pm, I sat down to eat a lovely dinner Mimi had prepared for us, but I struggled between every
bite. I was vocalizing through each contraction at this point, and if I did not finish my bite before the next
contraction came on, I would become nauseous. (Shout out to Mimi and Christian, who maintained my
peaceful environment by carrying on conversation during my contractions rather than getting anxious!) The
contractions were usually a minute long and five minutes apart, but I was not yet convinced that I was very
far progressed through labor.



Christian called Betsy Joy again, who advised that I take another bath and try to get ready for bed, as this
could either prepare me for another night of labor or even trick my body into laboring faster. I must have
gotten in the tub around 8:30pm, but after that, my memory becomes very foggy. I remember eating
raspberries, crackers, and hummus that Christian brought for me. I also remember seeing pieces of my
mucus plug floating in the tub around me and trying to fish them out between contractions. I stopped
timing my contractions while in the tub, but they were intense and I was nearly fed up. At every contraction I
would grip the bathtub handle, lower my back into the water, and vocalize loudly. I could feel the baby’s
head pushing down through my pelvis; feeling my body open was overwhelmingly intense. Yet I still kept
telling myself, “This is early labor; it’s not even that progressed yet,” and wondering if I could just schedule a
C-section for the next babies. Contrary to my denial, I was most certainly not in early labor, but in hard labor
near transition. The contractions were doubling up—a second contraction starting before the first had
ended—and at the peak of one I finally yelled and called out to Christian: “I can’t do this anymore. I know
God made my body to do this, but I just do not think I have the mental fortitude to do it. I feel like I’m a
wimp.”

My despair was the sign he had been waiting for. He called Betsy Joy to update her, and came back into the
bathroom with the good news: “Badass Betsy Joy is on her way!” Somehow, it was just the validation I
needed. I was making progress, and my doula was coming to help me! She arrived just as a contraction
started, and as I gripped the bathtub rail, I looked at her entering the bathroom. Her face was full of
compassion and she gently said, “I know, it hurts.” I was so thankful for her presence and support in that
moment. Already reflecting on my labor, I thought, “Natural birth is possible…but I’m really glad I hired a
doula!”

At this point, we had finally started timing the contractions again. They were now 90 seconds long and 3
minutes apart. When Betsy Joy saw our timer, she calmly said, “Let’s call the midwives.” Our on-call midwife,
Kai, listened by phone and said, “Okay, I think you can head to birth center now.” Finally! I felt like I was
making it! Our hero Christian had secretly prepared the car for the drive to the birth center while I was in
the tub. Betsy Joy hastily dressed me, only managing to throw on my pajama shirt, tennis shoes, and a towel
around my naked body. We breezed our way past Mimi, who returned to her AirBnB to pray for us as we
rushed to the birth center.

We made the drive in less than thirty minutes, arriving a little before 11pm. Throughout the drive, Betsy Joy
coached me by phone from her car behind us. Yet I was so dazed and focused at this point that I do not
even remember the pain. Somehow, it was more intense yet easier than the contractions in the tub. At the
birth center, I rushed my way into the birth suite and squatted by the bed just in time for my next
contraction. Christian threw himself on the bed so I could grip his hands through each contraction. Betsy Joy
was behind me fixing my hair, rubbing lotion on my back, and giving me water.

After another hour of labor (though it felt like ten minutes), I started grunting at the peak of my contractions
and realized I was starting to push. I returned to a squatting position, but the midwives suggested I give my
legs a break by sitting on the birthing stool. In that position, my water broke at the peak of a contraction,
causing my grunting to break into a started scream as water loudly splashed over the floor and my laughing
midwives and doula. After a few contractions, I moved into an all-fours position on the bed and then a side-
lying position. I tried to breathe rather than push through the contractions, but feared I was not making fast
enough progress that way, so returned to pushing. In hindsight, maybe that was a mistake. Too bad I missed
the Advanced Pushing Techniques week in my Bradley course!



After nearly an hour of pushing in various positions, the midwives suggested I return to a squat, which I
seemed to favor. (Ironically, the one place I chose not to labor was in the huge bathtub they had prepared
for me, since I had expressed a desire for a water birth.) During each contraction, I felt like I was pushing
with all the strength I possessed, and each one felt like it should be the one finally to deliver this baby. He
was getting closer and closer, yet several more contractions later, the baby still had not crowned. Finally, I
decided I was done, and gave three more huge pushes. At the end of the third push, I felt a pop (yet no “ring
of fire”) and knew his head was born. A few seconds later, his body followed. I could not believe it! I had
birthed my baby! In the split second it took the midwife to turn him around and pass him under my legs, he
was already filling the room with his loud newborn cries. He was born at 1:04am on Sunday morning, after
about 27 hours of labor.

I rolled onto the bed, awkwardly holding my fresh little child as he cried and cried. I will never forget his soft
head and warm little body, still wet from the womb. After a few minutes, I asked Christian if he wanted to
announce the gender. He looked and hesitated: “Is that…?” As impatient as ever, I checked myself and
announced, “It’s a boy! Everyone knew it would be a boy!” Sorry for ruining your moment, Christian!
Over the next couple of hours, I delivered the placenta and received more stitches than I could count.
(Maybe I should have breathed him out rather than pushing!) Yet, as painful as the stitches were, it was
heartwarming to know my husband and son were behind me napping together. After my sutures, we settled
down in bed for a nap before returning home—Christian on one side, me on the other, and our little Peter
between us. Around 6:30am we drove home together, enjoying a peaceful car ride as the sun rose—the
most precious memory.

Thank you to my birth team for helping me and Peter have a safe and meaningful birth:
To the midwives at Brookhaven—I am so thankful for the thoughtful and experienced midwifery care you
provided. You make meaningful birth possible for so many families!

To Betsy Joy—Thank you for your presence during my pregnancy, birth, and postpartum recovery. I could
not have done it without you, and having you there was such a blessing.

To Mimi—I am so happy you were there for my labor and postpartum recovery. Thank you for the many
meals and prayers, especially from 1am to 6am when you continued to pray fervently because we had
forgotten to text you the news of Peter’s arrival.

To Christian—You were a stellar husband and coach. Wow. I did not think you could be a better husband
and father than you were while we labored to bring Peter into the world, but you have proven me wrong day
after day. I love you.


